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Abstract: The main objective of this paper is to improve the naturalness of Myanmar Text-to-Speech (TTS) system
without using time-consuming and expensive annotation of training corpus. Recently, word embedding, which has the
advantage of training directly from a large amount of raw text data, has been used as the additional input features with
the conventional input features or as the replacement of that conventional input features on the acoustic modelling of
TTS systems. In this paper, the effectiveness of applying word vectors as the additional input features are investigated
for Myanmar speech synthesis on the three acoustic modelling techniques, Deep Neural Network (DNN), Long ShortTerm Memory Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN), and a hybrid of DNN and LSTM-RNN (Hybrid-LSTMRNN). For the purpose of achieving better TTS performance, we built our own word vectors for Myanmar language.
We further explore the best modelling method and vector dimension of word embedding for Myanmar TTS systems.
Both objective and subjective evaluations are done on DNN, LSTM-RNN and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based Myanmar
TTS systems with and without additional input features such as Part-of-Speech (POS) and word vectors. According to
the subjective results, applying additional input features in DNN, LSTM-RNN, and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based
Myanmar TTS systems can improve the naturalness of the synthesized speeches though objective results cannot lead
to the significant improvement in LSTM-RNN and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based systems. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to apply word vector features in neural network based Myanmar TTS systems.
Keywords: Word embedding, Word representations, Myanmar text-to-speech, Myanmar speech synthesis, Long
short-term memory, Recurrent neural network, Part-of-speech, Word vectors, Hybrid-LSTM-RNN.

1. Introduction
Conventional TTS system consists of text
analysis (front-end) and speech waveform generation
(back-end) modules. Linguistic analysis and prosody
prediction are done in front-end part, and
intermediate linguistic representations which
includes rich segmental and suprasegmental
information are generated. The back-end uses these
intermediate linguistic representations for acoustic
modelling and synthesizes the speech waveform. The
front-end can be divided into several modules and
each module is usually trained by using manually
annotated
corpus.
Among
them,
some
suprasegmental features for intonation prediction
such as Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) can be
achieved by manually annotated training corpus with

high consistency among different annotators. This
kind of annotation is time consuming and very
expensive. Therefore, it is worthwhile to find the way
of improvement in naturalness of TTS systems
without using such ToBI features.
Recently, distributed word representations or
word vectors which can be obtained by unsupervised
learning from large amount of unstructured text data
have been applied in speech synthesis. These
distributed representations of words in a vector space
can capture a large number of precise syntactic and
sematic word relationships [1]. The continuousvalued word features have been used as surrogates for
part-of-speech features in phrase-break prediction
task [2] and as the additional features to phrase break
prediction using bidirectional long short term
memory (BLSTM) modelling [3]. A Vector Space
Model-based approach for linguistic specification [4]
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was combined with Deep Neural Networks (DNN)
for TTS synthesis [5]. In [6], four different kinds of
published word embedding were tested and using
word embedding can improve the performance of
BLSTM recurrent neural network (RNN) based TTS
synthesis without POS and ToBI input features.
However, it still has a gap to the upper bound system
which uses manually labelled POS and ToBI as input
features for training acoustic model. The embedded
vectors of various linguistic units were used as the
additional or alternative features in neural network
based acoustic modelling and the results indicated
that using that features only lead to insignificant
improvement of RNN based acoustic model [7].
Enhanced word embedding in combination with
acoustic parameters were utilized in acoustic model
of TTS synthesis [8, 9].
For Myanmar language, only four Statistical
Parametric Speech Synthesis (SPSS) work, HMMbased Myanmar TTS [10], CART-based Myanmar
TTS [11], DNN-based Myanmar speech synthesis
[12], and enhancing of Myanmar speech synthesis
with Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural
Network (LSTM-RNN) [13] are found publicly.
Many linguistic features were extracted by utilizing
proposed Myanmar question set and these features
have been used in neural network based acoustic
modelling for Myanmar speech synthesis as the
conventional input linguistic features [12, 13].
However, part of speech (POS) features and
intonation features such as ToBI are not included in
acoustic modelling because there is no high accuracy
POS tagger and manually annotated corpus with
ToBI tags for Myanmar language. Therefore, in this
work, we investigated the effectiveness of word
vectors whether they help to promote the naturalness
of synthesized speech as the additional linguistic
representations to the conventional linguistic features
without using ToBI features and compared the
objective and subjective results with the results of
previous published work in [12, 13].
For this purpose, we collected monolingual
Myanmar text corpus for building word embedding
for Myanmar language. As far as we know, none of
the previously Myanmar TTS has been used word
embedding features for acoustic modelling. To find
the best dimension and modelling of word vectors for
Myanmar language, Continuous Bag-of-Words
(CBOW) and Skip-gram models with different
dimensions are investigated on DNN based Myanmar
speech synthesis, and the best word vector is applied
in other speech synthesis models. The effectiveness
of the word embedding features in DNN, LSTMRNN, and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based Myanmar
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speech synthesis were examined by both objective
and subjective evaluations in this work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 shows existing front-end processing flow
of Myanmar TTS. The proposed neural network
based Myanmar TTS system with different input
features are presented in section 3. Section 4
describes the detail process of preparing data sources
for Myanmar language and building word vectors for
Myanmar language. Section 5 shows the experiments
and the results of objective and subjective evaluations
on the experiments. The presented work is
summarized in section 6.

2. Text analysis for Myanmar TTS
Fig. 1 shows the existing process flow of text
analysis part in Myanmar TTS. Word segmentation is
the essential preprocessing step for text analysis
because Myanmar text generally lacks white space
between words although space is sometimes included
between phrases. We applied word segmentation
using conditional random fields (CRFs) [14]. In text
normalization module, semiotic classes for Myanmar
language were identified and Weighted Finite State
Transducers (WFST) based Myanmar number
normalization was implemented as the separate
module [15]. This WFST-based module was
integrated into the pipeline of text analysis. For
grapheme to phoneme conversion, we built large
Myanmar pronunciation dictionary [16] and syllable
information was also included in it. Phoneme features
including consonant features such as consonant type,
place of articulation, consonant voicing, and lip
rounding and vowels features such as vowel frontness,
Input Text

Word Segmentation

Text Normalization

G2P Conversion

Contextual Labels Extraction

Contextual Labels
Figure. 1 Text analysis for Myanmar language
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vowel height, tone, and nasality has been prepared
[11]. These phoneme features and large
pronunciation dictionary with syllable information
have been used in Festival [17] to extract contextual
labels for utterances formatted as HTS-style label
[18].
However, these contextual labels are not included
POS information and ToBI information [12, 13], and
they are referred to as conventional input linguistic
features in this paper.

3. Neural network based Myanmar TTS
systems with different input features
Fig. 2 shows the structure of neural network
based Myanmar speech synthesis with different input
features. Input text is converted into contextual labels
by text analysis phase. Input linguistic features, Lt
and LPt at frame t are extracted from contextual labels
by using a question set for Myanmar language. Lt is
the conventional input linguistic features used in our
previous work [12, 13] and it includes the binary
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features for categorical contexts (e.g. phoneme
identity) and numerical features (e.g. the number of
syllable in the word). LPt refers Lt with POS features
of the preceding, current, and succeeding words.
Input utterances are segmented into words and
getting word vector features for the current word wt
is done by using the Myanmar word embedding
model. C(wt) is word vector representation for the
current word wt at frame t.
The input feature vectors, I1 and I2 include Lt and
LPt respectively. I3 is achieved by cascading of Lt and
C(wt), and I4 is achieved by cascading of LPt and
C(wt).
Different input feature vectors, I1, I2, I3, and I4
are applied in acoustic modelling of all DNN, LSTMRNN, and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based Myanmar
speech synthesis. Using these different input feature
vectors in the state-of-the-art acoustic modelling
techniques is our contribution of this work.
The acoustic features Ot is the output acoustic
features at frame t and the features are 60-

Vocoder
Parameter Generation

Acoustic Features Ot
Acoustic Models
LSTM-RNN

DNN

Hybrid-LSTM-RNN

Input Feature Vectors

I1

I2

I3

I4

LPt

Lt

Text Analysis

C(wt)

Getting Word Vector
ဒီန ေ့ရာသီဥတု သာယာတယ်။

Figure. 2 Structure of neural network based Myanmar speech synthesis with different input features
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dimensional Mel-Cepstral Coefficient (MCCs), 5dimentional band aperiodicities (BAPs), and
logarithmic fundamental frequencies (log F0). A
binary voiced/unvoiced feature is used for voicing
information.
In the training stage, input linguistic features and
output acoustic features are force aligned frame-byframe by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) in
advance. The weights of neural network are
initialized randomly and then they are updated to
minimize mean squared error (mse) between target
and predicted output features.
At the synthesis time, input features are mapped
to output acoustic features by a trained acoustic
model. The speech parameter generation step can
generate smooth trajectories of speech parameter
features. Finally, a synthesized waveform is
generated by the vocoder according to the given
speech parameters.

4. Building word embedding for Myanmar
language
Distributed word representations or word vectors
have been applied to natural language processing
tasks and achieved the state-of-the-art performance
[19, 20]. Recently, word vectors have been applied in
speech synthesis [6-9]. Though many pre-trained
word vectors can be retrieved from the Web, only two
sets of word vectors for Myanmar language are found
publicly in [21, 22]. In [21], the size of word vectors
is small, and it contains about 55K entries for
Myanmar language and can be downloaded from the
link [23]. In [22], the word vectors are trained on
Common Crawl and Wikipedia using fastText. The
size of pre-trained word vector for Myanmar
language (Burmese) is about 335K entries [24].
Myanmar word vector of fastText contains different
encodings such as Zawgyi and Unicode. The
coverage of Polyglot and fastText Myanmar word
vectors on our training corpus used in speech
synthesis is hardly enough to apply in our speech
synthesis. That is why we have built our own word
vectors for Myanmar language with standard
encoding Unicode for more coverage and better
performance.
4.1 Data collection
Firstly, we collected a large monolingual
Myanmar corpus for the purpose of building high
quality word vectors with wide coverage. Myanmar
data from Asian Language Treebank (ALT) parallel
corpus [25] is used as one of the data sources. It
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comprises 20,000 sentences translated from English
texts sampled from English Wikinews and is an
annotated corpus including word segmentation [26].
Another one is Myanmar data of ASEAN-MT
parallel data [27], and it also consists of 20,000
sentences in travel domain with segmented words.
Another large dataset is collected from Myanmar
websites and blogs, and the data size has about
436,000 sentences. It is general domain including
news, business, health, politics, tourism, education,
arts, technology, sport, and religion. The text data
from our training speech corpus (4,000 sentences) is
also included in the monolingual Myanmar corpus.
Finally, it contains about 480,000 sentences. The
statistics of that monolingual corpus is shown in
Table 1.
4.2 Preprocessing
There are three steps in the preprocessing: data
cleaning, standardizing encoding, and word
segmentation. Some characters such as “...”, “[”, “]”,
“*”, special characters used in some web pages such
as characters for telephone icon, emotional icons, and
Myanmar sentence marker “။” were removed from
the data source. The second step is standardizing
encoding, and this is converting Zawgyi, partial
unicode commonly used in the Myanmar blogs, to
standard Unicode to make the data processing more
easily. In the final step, word segmentation [14] was
done on the data collected from websites and blogs.
This corpus was used in modelling word vectors for
Myanmar language.
4.3 Modelling word vector
Word embedding is a low dimension continuousvalued vector used for representing word.
Representation of words as continuous vectors can be
learned by using neural network language model
(NNLM) [28, 29]. Two particular models for learning
word representations that can be efficiently trained on
large amounts of text data are CBOW and Skip-gram
Table 1. The statistics of monolingual Myanmar corpus
Data Source

Domain

ALT

Wikinews

4%

ASEAN-MT

Travel

4%

data from speech corpus

Travel

1%

Webs

General

91%
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INPUT

PROJECTION

OUTPUT

ရာသီဥတု wt-2

က

wt-2 ရာသီဥတု

wt-1

SUM
wt ခရီီးသွောီး

လို ေ့

wt+1

နကာင်ီး

wt+2

ခရီီးသွောီး

wt-1

က

wt+1

လို ေ့

wt

Sentence in Myanmar : ရာသီဥတု က ခ ီီးသာီး လို နကာင်
ီး ပါတယ် ။
ေ့

wt+2 နကာင်ီး

Sentence in English : The weather is good to travel.

(b)
(a)
Figure. 3 Model architectures of CBOW and Skip-gram: (a) CBOW and (b) Skip-gram

models [1, 19]. They can be trained for getting
improvements in accuracy at much lower
computational cost. Therefore, we learned distributed
word representations of Myanmar language by
applying CBOW and Skip-gram models. In the
CBOW model, continuous distributed representation
of the context (surrounding words) are combined to
predict the word in the middle. The Skip-gram
architecture is similar to CBOW, but instead of
predicting the current word based on the context, it
tries to maximize classification of a word based on
neighbouring words within a sentence. Distributed
representation of current word is used to predict
words within a certain range before and after the
current word. Fig. 3 shows the architectures of
CBOW and Skip-gram models for an example
Myanmar sentence.
More formally, given a sequence of training
words [𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , … , 𝑤𝑇 ], modelling Skip-gram is done
by maximizing the average log probability
𝑇

1
∑
𝑇

∑

log 𝑝(𝑤𝑡+1 |𝑤𝑡 )

(1)

𝑡=1 −𝑐≤𝑗≤𝑐,𝑗≠0

where c is the size of training context. The basic Skipgram defines 𝑝(𝑤𝑡+1 |𝑤𝑡 ) using softmax function and
the formulation is expensive. Therefore, an efficient
Negative sampling (NEG) is used to replace over
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑤𝑡+1 |𝑤𝑡 ) term in Skip-gram formulation [1].
This NEG is also used for training the CBOW model.
Using the monolingual corpus for Myanmar
language described in Section 4.1, we trained word
vectors with word2vec [30], a tool for computing
continuous distributed representations of words.

Table 2. Examples of the nearest five neighbors of input
words “နဒေါ်လာ” (Dollar) and “အ န
ီ ရာင်” (Red)
Word

(English)

Word

(English)

ဒ ေါ်လာ

Dollar

အနီဒ ာင်

Red

ရူ ပီီး

Rupee

အဝါနရာင်

Yellow

အနေရိက ်

American
Dollar

ေီီးခိီးု နရာင်

Grey

မေ ေ
် ာနငွေ

Myanmar
money

အမပာနရာင်

Blue

ပီဆို

Peso

အ က်နရာင်

Black

မေ ေ
် ာကျပ်

Myanmar
Kyat

အစိေီး် နရာင်

Green

နဒေါ်လာ

CBOW and Skip-ram models with different sizes of
word vectors are trained. The number of total words
in train file is 9,068,590 and the vocabulary size is
197,307. Analogy datasets on Myanmar language for
evaluating these models is not currently available.
Examples of the nearest five neighbours of Myanmar
words that can be generated from Myanmar word
vector model are shown in Table 2 and input words
are shown in the bold style.

5. Experiments and results
Objective and subjective evaluations are done to
explore the effect of additional word vector features
on neural network based Myanmar TTS systems. The
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objective and subjective results are compared to the
previous best results of DNN based Myanmar speech
synthesis published in [12] and LSTM-RNN based
Myanmar speech synthesis published in [13]. All
systems used the same training data and test data.
5.1 Objective evaluation
Objective results are used to measure the quality
of synthesized speech in terms of distortions between
the synthesized speech and natural speech. The
objective measures used in this work are Mel Ceptral
Distortion (MCD) in dB and F0 distortion in root
mean square error (RMSE). The lower value means
the better performance. MCD is a measure of how

different two sequences of Mel Cepstra are. If
vsyn and vref are synthesized and reference
waveforms, then MCD can be calculated by the
following equation.

𝑀𝐶𝐷(𝑣 𝑠𝑦𝑛 , 𝑣 𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) =

∝
𝑇′

𝑇−1

∑
𝑡=0
𝑝ℎ(𝑡)∉𝑆𝐼𝐿

𝐷

√∑ (𝑣𝑑𝑠𝑦𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝑣𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡))
𝑑=𝑠

2

(2)

In Eq. (2), vd(t) are 60-dimensional mel
frequency-scaled cepstral coefficients with a
frame step size of 5 ms, d is the dimension index
ranging from 0..59, t is time(frame index), and T’
is the number of non-silence frames.
RMSE of F0 distortion is calculated by Eq.
(3).
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √

∑𝑡∈𝑉(𝑓𝑠𝑦𝑛 (𝑡) − 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡))2
#𝑉

(3)

where, 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) is the extracted F0 observation of
natural speech at time t, 𝑓𝑠𝑦𝑛 (𝑡) is the synthesized F0
value at time t, t denotes the time indices when both
natural speech and synthesized speech are voiced and
#V is the total number of voiced frames. These
objective measures were used for evaluating the
performance of TTS systems in our experiments.
5.2 Experimental setup for neural network based
Myanmar TTS systems
The data source for training all neural network
based TTS was Myanmar phonetically balanced
corpus (PBC) [10] built from Basic Travel
Expression Corpus (BTEC) [31] recorded by a
female speaker. 3,800 utterances were used as the
training set, 100 utterances as the development set,
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and 100 utterances as the test set. We used 16kHz
sampling rate for speech data.
Conventional input linguistic features were
generated from our front-end shown in Section 2 as
the basic input features which consists of current
context, and preceding and succeeding two contexts
at phoneme, syllable, word, and utterance levels.
Additional 9 numeric frame related features were also
used in all our experiments.
For the acoustic features, 60-dimensional MCCs,
5-dimentional BAPs, and log F0 at 5 msec frame step
were extracted by using WORLD [32] vocoder. Input
features were normalized using min-max to the range
of [0.01, 0.99] and output features were normalized
to zero mean and unit variance. Maximum likelihood
parameter generation (MLPG) was used to generate
smooth parameter trajectories at synthesis time.
The model structure of DNN based systems has
six feedforward hidden layers of 1024 hyperbolic
tangent units each as the same configuration in [12].
The LSTM-RNN and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based
systems follow the configurations of LSTM-RNN
based systems in [13]. The LSTM-RNN system has
two hidden layers with 512 LSTM units each and
Hybrid-LSTM-RNN system is a structure of four
feedforward hidden layers of 1024 hyperbolic
tangent units each, followed by two LSTM-RNN
layers with 512 units. Stochastic gradient descent
(sgd) based learning rate scheduling was used for
DNN and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based systems and
Adam optimizer [33] was used for LTSM-RNN
based systems. Merlin speech synthesis toolkit [34]
was used for modelling all systems on K80 GPU.
Keras [35] python library was used with Merlin for
training LSTM-RNN and Hybird-LSTM-RNN based
system.
5.3 Experimental setup of training word vectors
for Myanmar language
The CBOW and Skip-gram models with different
choice of word vector dimensionality (100, 200, and
300) were trained on the monolingual Myanmar
corpus. The training process was iterated 15 times
with negative sampling [1]. The size of training
context for all models was set to 8. The word vector
set covers 97.1% of the training corpus for speech
synthesis. The trained word vectors are shown in
Table 3.
5.4 Effect of training method and vector
dimension of word vectors on DNN based
Myanmar TTS system
We evaluated the performance of each system by
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Table 3. Trained Word Vectors for Myanmar language
Alias

Training Method

Dimension

W1

CBOW

100

W2

CBOW

200

W3

CBOW

300

W4

Skip-gram

100

W5

Skip-gram

200

W6

Skip-gram

300

using two types of objective measures: MCD in dB
and F0 distortion in RMSE in terms of Hz. With the
purpose of exploring the more suitable method and
dimension of word vectors for neural network based
Myanmar TTS systems, all trained word vectors are
used as the additional input features to the system.
The term “D” is denoted as the DNN based TTS
system, “D_B” refers the best DNN based acoustic
model presented in [12], and “D_W#” as the DNN
based TTS system with additional input word vector
W#, the alias of trained word vector shown in Table
3. Fig. 4 depicts the objective results of DNN based
Myanmar TTS system with different word vectors.
As shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), the better prediction
of Mel Ceptrum and F0 can be achieved by applying
word vector “W2” as the additional input features to
the DNN based system. Acoording to the objective
results of this experiment, the word vector “W2”, the
CBOW model with dimension 200, is selected to
utilize as the additional input to all systems for futher
experimetns.
5.5 Performance of neural network based
Myanmar TTS systems with different input
features
The effectiveness of the word embedding
features in DNN, LSTM-RNN, and Hybrid-LSTMRNN based Myanmar TTS systems are investigated.
Besides, we compared the contribution of word
vector features with POS features in all systems. We
analysed the effectiveness of word vector features,
POS features, and combination of these two features
in Myanmar TTS systems by comparing the previous
best results of DNN based system in [12] and LSTMRNN based systems in [13] which used conventional
input linguistic features.
Myanmar pronunciation dictionary [16] was used
in Festival for extracting the POS information of
current, two preceding and succeeding words. The

(a)

(b)
Figure. 4 Objective results of DNN based systems with
different word vectors: (a) Mel Ceptral Distortion in dB
and (b) F0 RMSE in Hz

POS tags of some words in the training corpus are
prepared manually because some are not included in
the pronunciation dictionary.
Four sets of different input feature vectors, I1, I2,
I3, and I4 presented in Fig. 2 are used in training
DNN, LSTM-RNN, and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based
acoustic models and the detail information can be
seen as follows:
1) I1 : conventional input linguistic features used in
previous published work [12, 13]
2) I2 : I1 + POS features
3) I3 : I1 + word vector features acquired from “W2”
4) I4 : I1 + POS features and word vector features
acquired from “W2”
The numbers of input features in I1, I2, I3, and
I4 are 635, 674, 835, and 874 respectively.
We denoted “D_I#”, “L_I#”, and “HL_I#” as the
short forms of DNN, LSTM-RNN and HybridLSTM-RNN based Myanmar TTS systems with
input features I# respectively and the objective results
of these systems are shown in Fig. 5, 6, and 7. The
term D_I1 refers the best DNN based acoustic model
presented in [12]. The L_I1 and HL_I1 are the best
LSTM-RNN and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based
Myanmar speech synthesis models reported in [13].
According to the results shown in Figs. 5 (a) and
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(a)

(b)
Figure. 5 Objective results of DNN based Myanmar TTS
systems with different input features: (a) Mel Ceptral
Distortion in dB and (b) F0 RMSE in Hz

(b), D_I2, D_I3, and D_I4 give the better results than
D_I1. As the comparison of MCD in Fig. 5 (a), D_I4
gets the best result among all. Additional POS
features and/or word vector features give the better
prediction on the DNN-based system. It means that
word vector can encode useful information for
acoustic modelling in DNN based system.
As we can see in Fig. 6, there is no improvement
in prediction of Mel Spectrum by using POS and/or
word vector features, though little improvement can
be seen on F0 prediction by using POS information in
LSTM-RNN based systems.
In the case of Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based systems,
POS or word embedding features cannot give further
improvement as shown in Fig. 7. According to the
results of HL_I4 in both Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) over that
of HL_I2 and HL_I3 systems, using both features in
acoustic modelling can slightly improve the
performance of the system. Meanwhile, HL_I1
achieves the best performance in prediction of Mel
Cepstrum and F0 among all systems, it means
conventional linguistic features are good enough for
hybrid systems.
According to the objective results, we can
conclude that the effect of word vectors can be seen
clearly in DNN based systems and any significant
improvement cannot be found in LSTM-RNN and

(a)

(b)
Figure. 6 Objective results of LSTM-RNN based
Myanmar TTS systems with different input features: (a)
Mel Ceptral Distortion in dB and (b) F0 RMSE in Hz

Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based systems. This is
consistent with the results in [7] though this is
different with [6].
In comparing the results of Fig. 5, 6, and 7, we
can conclude that both LSTM-RNN and HybridLSTM-RNN based systems without any additional
features such as POS features or word vector features
perform better than the DNN based system with POS
and word vector features. The best MCD of DNN
based systems is 5.337 and the best F0 RMSE is
30.143 while the best MCD of Hybrid-LSTM-RNN
based systems is 5.206 and the best F0 RMSE is
25.929.
Word vector features may not be effective in
acoustic modelling for LSTM-RNN and HybridLSTM-RNN based systems. The reason may be that
the word vectors were trained without any acoustic
clues or prosodic knowledge and the better hidden
representations computed by the recurrent
connections in LSTM-RNN [7].
It can be observed that POS information was less
useful for the LSTM-RNN based system. It might be
the fact that suprasegmental information is already
got from other linguistic features (such as some
positional features in contextual labels) and it might
be the noise in POS tags due to the lack of high
accuracy POS tagger for Myanmar language.
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(a)

(b)
Figure. 7 Objective results of Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based
Myanmar TTS systems with different input features: (a)
Mel Ceptral Distortion in dB and (b) F0 RMSE in Hz

Figure. 8 MUSHRA scores for DNN based Myanmar
TTS systems with different input features

5.6 Subjective Evaluation
Two MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden
Reference and Anchor) listening tests [36] were
conducted to subjectively evaluate the effectiveness
of word vectors on DNN based and Hybrid-LSTMRNN based Myanmar TTS systems presented in
Section 5.5. For each test, 22 non-expert native
Myanmar speakers of age range from 25 to 45 years
were participated. The subjects were instructed to
listen the speech samples generated by four systems
in each test and rate them using 0-100 scale on their
naturalness. The rating scale are 0-20 (bad), 21-40
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Figure. 9 MUSHRA scores for Hybrid-LSTM-RNN
based Myanmar TTS systems with different input
features

(poor), 41-60 (fair), 61-80 (good) and 81-100
(excellent). 20 synthetic speeches were randomly
ordered and presented without labels in the tests.
Fig. 8 depicts the MUSHRA results for DNN
based system with different input features. It shows
that word embedding or POS features can improve
the naturalness of the synthesized speeches on DNN
based system because the scores of D_I2, D_I3, and
D_I4 are higher than that of D_I1. The system using
both word embedding and POS features in addition
to conventional input features achieves the highest
score among all systems. The subjective results are
consistent with the objective results of DNN based
systems shown in Fig. 5. It can be concluded that the
effectiveness of word vector can be seen in DNN
based systems.
The MUSHRA scores of Hybrid-LSTM-RNN
based Myanmar TTS systems with different input
features are illustrated in Fig. 9. According to the
results, the scores of the systems including word
embedding and/or POS features are slightly higher
than the system with conventional input features.
In particular, the user preferences on HL_I2,
HL_I3 and HL_I4 systems are slightly higher than the
HL_I1. It can be seen that word embedding features
and/or POS features give small improvement in the
perception of native listeners though any
improvement is not found in objective results of
Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based systems in Fig. 7. Some
samples of synthesized speeches generated by DNN
and Hybrid-LSTM-RNN based systems with
different input features are given on the link [37].

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the effectiveness of
word vectors on DNN, LSTM-RNN, and HybridLSTM-RNN based Myanmar TTS systems. Word
vectors for Myanmar language were also built by
using the collected monolingual Myanmar corpus for
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better performance. The comparisons are done on
modelling DNN, LSTM-RNN, and Hybrid-LSTMRNN based Myanmar speech synthesis with and
without additional input features. Both objective and
subjective results show that using word vector in
acoustic modelling of DNN based systems can
improve the performance of the systems. According
to the objective evaluation results, using word
embedding features as the additional input features in
acoustic modelling cannot lead to significant
improvement of LSTM-RNN and Hybrid-LSTMRNN based systems. However, the subjective
evaluation results show that the native listeners more
prefer the synthesized speeches of Hybrid-LSTMRNN based systems using word vector and/or POS
features as the additional input features than the
system with conventional input features. From the
results of this work, in term of naturalness, word
vector features can give the effectiveness of all neural
network based Myanmar TTS systems.
In our future work, word vectors will be learned
by taking counts the acoustic information related to
TTS task so that it can be encode sufficient prosody
information for acoustic modelling. Furthermore, the
usefulness of embedded syllable vectors in acoustic
modelling of Myanmar TTS systems will be
examined because the tones of the syllable in
Myanmar language influence acoustic properties
such as F0 and duration.
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